To access this new technology please visit
http://www.beetagg.com/downloadreader/
and download the free software for your
mobile device. Start the reader, point your
phone camera at the code and shoot.
Using this new feature you will save paper and
be always updated on any forthcoming news
about the AW169.

ENTER THE AW169

DESIGNED AROUND YOUR NEEDS

The AW169 is a new twin-engine helicopter type designed to
meet the growing market demand for a versatile and multirole 4-tonne class transport category rotorcraft. Engineered to
satisfy the operational and mission requirements of the most
demanding parapublic and commercial operators, the AW169
employs new technologies to achieve unique adaptability
across multiple applications with very competitive economics.

The AW169 has been designed to respond to current and the
anticipated requirements of several utility applications, where
helicopter utilisation has grown significantly in the last few
years.
Designed to be durable and affordable, the AW169 is suitable
for a number of different operations, thanks to its large and
accessible cabin, high performance, advanced avionics and a
large selection of dedicated advanced role equipment.

The AW169 is the first brand-new light transport category
helicopter in decades and is the natural complement to the
AgustaWestland highly successful commercial product line.
With the addition of the AW169, AgustaWestland is able to
deliver a uniquely competitive and comprehensive offering of
multi engine helicopters in the fast growing market for three
to seven-tonne maximum weight categories.

... IS OUR BUSINESS

AW119 Ke

AW109 Power

Ideal for airborne Law Enforcement operations, the AW169
can integrate advanced electro-optical and communications
mission equipment. The generous cabin space and
exceptional accessibility enhances operational effectiveness
and flexibility. A dedicated rappelling and fast roping
capability makes the aircraft also an ideal platform for special
forces missions.

YOUR OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
SPACE AND ACCESSIBILITY FOR UNIQUE VERSATILITY
The AW169 benefits from the roomiest cabin in its class,
featuring a constant height section and easy accessibility
through two large sliding doors (1.60m wide). The flat floor
can be configured to accommodate seating and dedicated
mission equipment, ensuring a comfortable, unconstrained
working space for even the most demanding operators in a
variety of applications.

Suited to both primary and secondary EMS missions, the
AW169 can accommodate one or two stretchers, either
longitudinally or transversally, especially important for
operations where in flight stretcher recovery is required.
The cabin can also accommodate wheeled stretchers and
can be configured with a full suite of advanced life support
equipment. Long range maritime SAR missions are enabled
by flexible fuel tank configurations.

The AW169 can carry two pilots and up to 8/10 passengers
in the main cabin, all on crashworthy seats. Extensive cabin
space and low levels of noise and vibration ensure maximum
comfort. Full safety provisions such as floatation systems
and life rafts together with easy egress make the AW169 a
suitable platform also for overwater and offshore operations.

The AW169 can also perform a variety of other utility roles
for both commercial and government users worldwide. With
a large quickly reconfigurable cabin and a heavy duty cargo
hook, the number of applications for which the AW169 can
be employed is virtually unlimited. Large-size tyres and high
ground clearance facilitate operations also on unprepared,
soft terrain. Advanced performance and mission avionics
make the AW169 the perfect choice for sophisticated
observation and reconnaissance/patrol roles.
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AW139

Certification Category

EASA CS-29/FAR Part 29 Latest Amendments

Weight Category

4-tonne class

Powerplant

2 x Pratt & Whitney Canada PW210 series
turboshafts (1,000 shp class each)

Cat.A Capability

Vertical Cat.A / Class 1 up to ISA+20 at S.L.

Hovering Performance

Optimised for Hot & High operations

Accomodation

1/2 pilots + 8/10 passengers

Main Cabin Volume

6.3 m3 / 222 cu.ft.

Landing Gear

Heavy duty design for all terrain operations

Worldwide Performance

Safety at the Centre

A COMPLETE SOLUTION

The AW169 is fitted with two new generation FADEC-controlled
turboshaft engines, designed for maximum efficiency, low
Specific Fuel Consumption and low emissions. The latest
generation rotor-system, in addition to being tailored to
minimise noise signature for urban area operations, has high
aerodynamic efficiency ensuring low drag and reduced fuel
burn.
Low Maintenance Costs

LEADING FEATURES

POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

OUR PRIORITY: YOU

Environment Friendly

Versatility no limits

The cockpit of the AW169 combines the latest generation
avionics, with unprecedented levels of external visibility
to provide maximum situational awareness. The open
architecture avionics suite includes full digital glass cockpit
with three 8” x 10” displays (AMLCD), a 4-axis dual-duplex
digital automatic flight control system (DAFCS) and dual Flight
Management System (FMS), all ensuring minimum workload
and single/dual pilot VFR/IFR capability. The avionics suite
complies with the NextGen satellite-based IFR navigation
(RNAV/RNP, vertical navigation and precision approaches
capability) and advanced communication and surveillance
requirements (ADS-B).

The AW169 is designed for superior performance to deliver
maximum versatility in the most demanding operating
conditions world-wide. The helicopter has full vertical Cat.A/
Class 1 capability even in hot and high conditions and high
power margins to allow excellent hovering and controllability
characteristics. A high cruising speed, and very competitive
payload/range characteristics boost the type’s productivity
and overall operating attractiveness.

AgustaWestland’s focus is to provide the highest safety levels
even in the most challenging environments. Designed in
accordance with the latest FAA/EASA Part 29 certification
standards, the AW169 complies with the most stringent safety
requirements, including: full crashworthy airframe and seats,
large windows for quick emergency egress, engine burst
containment, proven 30-min dry-run capability for the main
gearbox, one engine inoperative (OEI) capability in all flight
phases, even in challenging hot and high conditions. Safety
on the ground is ensured by high clearance of both the main
and the tail rotors.

PASSENGER TRANSPORT – ONSHORE/OFFSHORE

UTILITY

GrandNew

A pilot’s cockpit

LAW ENFORCEMENT/PATROL

EMS/SAR

SW-4

Your Eyes, Our Vision

The AW169 is designed to reliably provide intensive utilisation
in the most demanding conditions, with high TBO for the
powerplant and the main airframe components and a
reduced number of life-limited parts. The technologically
advanced main rotor hub design also allows reduced
maintenance and maximum component reliability leading to
high levels of operational availability and minimum downtime.
Time intervals between successive inspections have been
maximised to enhance aircraft availability and for reduced
maintenance man-hours per flight hour.
Maintenance programmes can be tailored to operators’
specific requirements.

Worldwide Support Network
The extensive and continuously growing network of
AgustaWestland support centres worldwide ensures global
and timely support. The AW169 is never too far away from
specialised expert support to maximise availability for your
missions.
Advanced Training Capability
The advanced training programmes developed for the AW169
offer maximum training effectiveness and safety. Employing
advanced flight simulators and computer based training for
both flight and ground crews, AgustaWestland is committed
to ensuring your operations benefit from the latest best
practices and technology in training practices.

